Copperas Cove Parks and Recreation
Youth Flag Football Rules
LEAGUE FORMAT:
6U DIVISION (5-6 YR OLD) Pee Wee Size Football 6 vs. 6
8UDIVISION (7-8 YR OLD) Pee Wee Size Football 7 vs.7
10U/12U DIVISION (9-12 YR OLD) Junior Size Football 7 vs.7

Introduction and General Playing Rules:
No player, parent, coach is allowed along the baseline of the field at any
time or along the opposite sidelines of their respective
team.
Practice will be assigned to each team/coach at the coaches meeting per
division:
6U: twice per week at 60 min each
8U: twice per week at 60 min each
10U/12U: twice per week at 60 min each
I.

Coaches & Authorized Conferences
a) Each team will have maximum of (3) coaches in the bench area during the
course of a game. ALL coaches must submit/pass a criminal background check
prior to ANY/ALL involvement with team in the role of coach. Coaches must
also wear the “Volunteer Coach” T-Shirt provided by CCPARD.
b) 6U: One coach per team may be on the field to direct offense and
defense.
c) 8U: One coach per team may be on the field to direct offense and defense.
d) 10U/12U: One coach per team may be on the field to direct offense and
defense.
e)
During a dead ball that is not a charged time-out; ONE offensive
player may come to the sideline to confer with the coach or coaches.
f)
Coaches may provide visual aids for their players.

II.

Pregame Coaches Meeting:
a) Coaches’ meeting will take place 10 mins. prior to gametime.
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b) Referees will check every player’s equipment (flags, mouthpiece, and
cleats) before each game.
c) The Home team will have the choice to start offense, defense, or defer to
the second half. If the offense chooses “defer”, the option of offense or
defense is given to the visiting team for the first half, and then home team will
choose again at the beginning of the second half. The visiting team will also
choose which direction they would like to start.
d) A minimum of 5 players must be present at game time or it is a forfeit.
(There will be a 10 minute grace period during the first week of games)
III.

Game Length
a) Games in all divisions shall consist of (2) 20 minute halves. Running clock
except for the last two minutes of the first and second half, During the last two
minutes the referee will notify both teams that there will be 7 plays left in the
half/game.
b) The play clock will be in effect and it is 25 seconds. It starts once the
official marks the ball ready for play.
c) Continuous Clock: The clock will start when the ball is legally snapped. It
will not stop until the last 2 minutes of the second half.
d) Half time- A minimum of 5 minutes will be given, unless both teams are
ready to play.
e)
Time begins when the official marks the ball and signals to begin play.

IV.

Field
a)

6U Field:



b)

c)

60 yards in length from goal line to goal line with 10 yard
end zones.
The field will be divided into 4 zones of 15 yards each.

8U / 10U / 12U field:

will be 80 yards in length from goal line to goal line with
10 yard end zones.

The field will be divided into 4 zones of 20 yards each.
All fields will be 40 yards wide.
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d) There will be a one yard wide hash in the center of the field at the (3) yard
line and (10) yard line for use of the point after touchdown (PAT).
e)
Teams shall occupy the side of the field designated for players and
coaches, and the parents shall occupy the opposite side. Only coaches and
players are allowed within the team area.
V.

Players & Participation
a) All Divisions: All players who are present for a game must have a
starting position on offense or defense, and play half of the game.

VI.

Equipment
a) All players are required to wear a protective mouthpiece.
b) All players in the game must be wearing a flag belt. The belt must be worn
on the hips and in the correct position.
c) Players should not wear shorts/pants that have pockets or drawstrings
that cannot be tucked. All players shall tuck their shirts inside their shorts
while playing.
d) No Jewelry, Metal Cleats, or headgear containing hard, unyielding
materiel, including billed hats.
e) Towel attached at player’s waist is considered a flag and if pulled off the
player is considered down at that spot.
f) All players that wear prescription glasses must wear a safety strap at all
times.
g) Players that do not meet these requirements on any given game day will
not participate in that game.
h) Games will be played w/ flags provided by CCPARD and must be worn
in the correctly at all times.
Key Terms:

Line of Scrimmage (LOS)-offense and defense will each have their own LOS which will
be designated by an orange or yellow puck. The head official will set these pucks before
the start of each play.
Catch- A catch is an act of establishing player possession of a live ball in flight.
Clipping- running or diving into the back, or throwing or dropping the body across the
back of the leg or legs of an opponent, or pushing an opponent in the back.
Encroachment- a term to indicate a defensive player is illegally in the neutral zone.
Flag Guarding- blocking the removal of a flag by the opponent with the ball carrier’s
arm, hand, and /or the ball
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Fair catch- A signal made by receiving person of a punt in which the receiver cannot run
after catching the ball and the ball is immediately down when caught.
Foul- a foul is a rule infraction for which a penalty is assessed
Goal Line- each goal line is a vertical plane separating the end zone from the field of
play.
Hurdling- an attempt to jump with one or both feet or knees foremost over a player
who is on his/her feet.
Interception- a catch of an opponent’s pass.
Neutral Zone- the area between the offensive and defensive LOS that has been
established by the pucks and extends to each sideline. It is established when the ball is
ready for play.
Penalty- a loss imposed by rule upon a team that has committed a foul
Screen Blocking- is legally obstructing an opponent without initiating contact with
him/her with any part of the screen blocker’s body.
Tagging- placing one hand anywhere between the shoulders and knees of an opponent
with the ball. Pushing, striking, slapping, and holding are not permitted. If a player trips
the runner in his/her attempt to make a diving tag, it is a penalty.
Tripping- the use of the lower leg or foot to obstruct an opponent, including the runner,
below the knee.

Game Play Rules:
I.

Offense
6U Division(Only):

In this division a coach will serve as Quarterback. He or she
cannot advance the ball beyond the line of scrimmage and
must get rid of the ball within 7 seconds of the snap or the
play will be blown dead. The head official will keep the 7second count.

The coach / quarterback must wear a flag belt and can be
sacked by rushers, but cannot advance ball by running.
All Divisions 8U-10U/12U:
a) The 7-second count will be applicable to quarterbacks in all divisions.
b) Once the ball is handed off and/or changes hands, the ball is considered
in play. Therefore, the 7-second count stops.
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c)
In all divisions, there must be 4 offensive players on the line (including
the center) when the ball is snapped. Illegal formation will be called if there is
less than 4.
d)
The quarterback must be at least 2 yards behind the line of scrimmage
when the ball is snapped.
e)
The center must snap the ball with a rapid and continuous
motion between his/her legs or from the side.
f) If the snapped ball is dropped, does not make it to the quarterback, or is
snapped over the quarterback’s head, the ball is blown dead at the first
bounce. If the ball is snapped into the end zone, it is a safety.
g)
There are no fumbles, whether caused by offensive drop, the ground,
or by defender. If the ball is dropped (forward or backward), the ball is dead
once is hits the ground.
h)
Players who are designated to block the oncoming rush cannot initiate
contact with any part of their body and the rush. The blocker can only block
the path of the oncoming rusher and make them change directions. If
contacted is initiated by the offensive/defensive rush, a penalty will be called
on the defense.
i)
Only one offensive player is allowed to be in motion at a time, prior to
the snap of the ball. That player may NOT advance to the line of scrimmage
prior to the snap of the ball (must move parallel to the line of scrimmage).
j)
All passes must be from behind the line of scrimmage, as designated
by the offensive “puck”.
k)
There can only be one forward pass per play. Once the ball has
passed the line of scrimmage, no forward pass should be made.
l)
Lateral passes are allowed, behind and passed the line of scrimmage.
m)
All players are eligible to receive passes (including the quarterback
[n/a 6U] if the ball has been handed off behind the line)
n)
A player must have one foot inbounds when making a reception.
o)
Shovel passes are allowed.
p)
The QB can run the ball even if he / she isn’t rushed (n/a 6U)
II.

Defense
a) Defensive formations:

All divisions may run man-to-man or zone defense.
b) Rushing the quarterback

All defensive players must be behind the defensive “puck”
when the ball is snapped. Entering the neutral zone prior to
the snap will be encroachment.

A maximum of 2 defensive players are allowed to rush the
quarterback on any given play from any position.
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c)

If the defensive team is ahead by 17 points or more there is
no rushing allowed. A 5 yd penalty will be enforced from the
LOS if the defensive team sacks the quarterback.

Teams are not required to rush the quarterback.

Rushers may NOT initiate contact with the offensive
blockers.

Rushers may attempt to block a pass. However, NO contact
can be made with the quarterback or passer in any way.

A sack occurs if the QB’s flag belt is pulled behind the line of
scrimmage.

A safety is awarded if the sack takes place in the offensive
team’s end zone.
No defensive player may line up directly in front of the center.

IT IS ASKED THAT BOTH THE SCREENER AND THE RUSHER STRIVE FOR NONCONTACT AT ALL TIMES.
III.

The Ball Carrier
a) Guarding the flag belt or otherwise hindering the deflagger is illegal and
considered “flag guarding”. An untucked t-shirt is considered flag guarding.
b) A ball carrier must not have a belt end hanging loose so that it can be
gripped as a flag.
c) A ball carrier may NOT hurdle or jump over a pile to score a touchdown or
gain a first down. Players are allowed to leave their feet to avoid being deflagged (juking/jump stopping).
d) The ball carrier is down when his/her knee hits the ground, even if the flag
belt is still on.
e) No stiff arming is allowed.
f) An open field ball carrier must attempt to avoid a defender. The ball carrier
must not run over or through a defender.

IV.

Deflagging
a) The deflagger must take the flag from the ball carrier by playing the flag
and not the ball carrier. No holding, wrapping up, or excessively raking is
allowed.
b) It is illegal to attempt to strip or pull the ball from the ball carrier’s
possession or quarterback’s hand at any time.
c) A defender cannot run through the ball carrier or use unnecessary
roughness in removing or attempting to remove flags.
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d) A defender must not block or push a ball carrier out of bounds to stop the
runner’s progress.
e) A player may not deflag an opponent unless that opponent is in
possession of the ball or faking as though in possession or has just lost
possession of the ball.
f)
If a ball carrier’s flags fall off without being pulled by the defense (official’s
judgment), the officials shall announce “one hand touch”. The defense will
need to touch the ball carrier with one hand in order to “tackle” the ball carrier.
V.

Punting 8U-10U/12U (6U will not punt)
a) Protected Scrimmage Kick: Prior to making the ball ready for play on
fourth down, the Referee must ask the offense if he/she wants a protected
kick (punt). The Referee must communicate this decision to the defensive
captain and the other officials. Fake punts are not allowed. Once the decision
to punt has been made, it cannot be changed unless the offensive team is
charged with a team time-out.
b) The offense must have all field players (typically 6) except the punter on
the line of scrimmage.
c) The defense must have at least 3 players within 1 yard of their scrimmage
line. All players on the line of scrimmages must remain motionless until the
kick is made. A line player may not raise his/her arms to distract the kicker or
block the kick.
d) The kicker must be at least 5 yards behind the line of scrimmage when
receiving the snap. After receiving the snap, the kicker must kick the ball
immediately and in a continuous motion.
e) Any kick caught by the kicking team behind the line of scrimmage cannot
be advanced.
f)
A fair catch may be signaled by the receiving team but the correct signal
must be given.
g)
If the ball is not caught but rolls to a stop, the play will be called dead and
the ball will be spotted at the stopping point.

VI.

Scoring
a) Touchdown- All touchdowns are 6 points.
b) A touchdown shall be scored when a player is legally in possession of the
ball and the ball penetrates the vertical plane of the opponent’s goal line.
c) PAT- After a touchdown, the offensive team will be given the option by the
referee to score for 1 point from the 3-yard line or 2 points from the 10 yard
line. Once the offensive decision has been made, the team may change the
decision only by taking a charged team time out.
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VII.

d) If a double foul occurs during the down, the down shall be replayed. When
a distance penalty is incurred by the offense during a successful try, the down
will be repeated, if accepted. However, if the offense penalty carries a loss of
down, the try has ended and will not be repeated.
e) Safety- 2 points.
 It is a safety if when a runner carries the ball from the field of
play to or across their own goal line, and it becomes dead in
their possession.
 A safety is also when an offensive player commits a foul for
which the penalty (holding or illegal contact) is accepted and
the measurement is from the spot of the foul that is in the
end zone.
 A safety is when the offensive team snaps the ball and it
lands in their end zone.
 When a safety is scored, the ball belongs to the defending
team, and they shall put the ball in play from the 20 yard line.
Time-Outs:
a) Each team is entitled to 2 charged timeouts per half.
b) Each time-out will be one (1) minute in length.
c) A time-out may be called by player and/or head coach.
d) If a team exceeds their time-out limits per half or during OT, a delay of
game penalty will be assessed.
e) Officials may call additional time-outs at their discretion.
f)
During officials time-outs the clock stops

VIII.

Special Rules
a) Mercy Rule: If either team is ahead by 17 points or more by the second
half’s 2 minute warning or any time during the last 2 minutes of the game, the
game is over.
b) If the defensive team is ahead by 17 points or more at any point in the
game, there will be NO rushing allowed.

IX.

Overtime 8U-10U/12U:
a) A coin will be flipped or odd/even choice by the captain, which will
determine who gets choice of start options. The winner of the toss shall be
given the options of offense, defense, or direction. The loser of the toss will
make a choice of the remaining options.
b) All Overtime periods are played toward the same goal line.
Unless moved by penalty, each team will start 1 st and goal from the
20 yard line. The object will be to score a touchdown. An overtime
period consists of one possession by each team. If the score is still
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tied after one period, they go to a second period or as many as
needed to determine a winner. If the first team which is awarded
the ball scores, the opponent still has a chance to win the game. If
the defense intercepts the pass and returns it for a touchdown, they
win the game. If they do not return the interception for a touchdown,
the ball will belong to the defense at the 20 yard line. Each team is
entitled to 1 time-out per overtime period.

Penalties:
X.

General Info
a) All penalties will be marked 5 or 10 yards.
b) Line of Scrimmage (LOS)
c) All live ball fouls (fouls which occur while play is in progress) are captain’s
choice.
d) All dead ball fouls (fouls which occur prior to snap or after ball is blown
dead) will automatically be marked off. This means if a foul occurs during a
down and is a live ball foul and then a dead ball foul occurs both fouls will be
enforced. They do not offset, even if against different teams.
e) All 10 yard penalties within the 20 yds to goal line will be marked off as
“half the distance to the goal”.

XI.

Player Conduct
a) If the referee witnesses any acts of tackling, elbowing, cheap shots,
blocking or any unsportsmanlike act, the game will be stopped and the player
will be ejected. Foul play will not be tolerated.
b) Trash talking is illegal (from players, parents, and coaches). The referees
will give one warning but if it continues, the referee is entitled to eject players
from the game.
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Penalty Chart
General Infractions

Penalty

Marked From

Loss of Down

LOS

Captai
n’s
NO

Improper Equipment

5 yds

Delay of Game
(Time Outs)
Illegal Substitution

5 yds

Result of Play

NO

NO

5 yds

LOS

YES

NO

Unsportsmanlike
Conduct
Faking Excessive
Contact
Begging a Call

10 yds

YES/NO

NO

NO

NO

5 yds

LOS/Result of
play
10 yds Result
of play
Result of Play

NO

NO

Encroachment

5 yds

LOS

NO

NO

Off Sides

5 yds

LOS

YES

NO

Illegal Advancement

5 yds

LOS

YES

NO

Unnecessary
Roughness

10 yds

Spot Foul

YES

NO

Offensive Infractions

Penalty

Marked From

Loss of Down

Delay of Game (25
seconds)
Illegal Shift/Motion

5 yds

LOS

Captai
n’s
NO

5 yds

LOS

YES

NO

Illegal Down Field
Screening
Illegal Forward Pass

5 yds

Spot Foul

YES

NO

5 yds

Spot Foul

YES

YES

Intentional Grounding

5 yds

Spot Foul

YES

YES

Pass Interference
Stiff Arm

5 yds
10 yds

LOS
Spot Foul/LOS

YES
YES

YES
YES

Flag Guarding

10 yds

Spot Foul

YES

YES

Charging

10 yds

Spot Foul

YES

YES

Illegal Snap

5 yds

LOS

YES

NO

Illegal Touching Punt

5 yds

Spot Foul

NO

NO

Sideline Interference

10 yds

LOS

YES

YES

10 yds

NO

NO
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Defensive Infractions

Penalty

Marked From
LOS

Captai
n’s
YES

First Down
(If accepted)
NO

Illegal Rushing

10 yds

Roughing Passer

10 yds

LOS

YES

YES

Pass Interference

5 yds

Spot Foul

YES

YES

Stripping

5 yds

Spot Foul

YES

YES

Illegal Deflagging

5 yds

LOS

YES

NO

Pushing Ball Carrier
Out of Bounds
Sideline Interference

10 yds

Spot Foul

YES

NO

10 yds

Result of Play

YES

YES

Encroachment

5 yds

LOS

YES

NO

Coach / Participant / Parent Conduct
(via Copperas Cove Parks & Recreation Youth Sports By Laws)
1. Any player, coach, or spectator ejected from any league game must leave the facility.
2. Any player, coach, or spectator ejected from any league game is subject to a possible
league game suspensions and/or removal from league.
3. Players, coaches, or spectators who have been suspended may not return until the
completion of their suspension. Suspensions can carry over from season to season or
league / sports.
4. Each team sponsor/coach is held
fans/spectators/team participants.

responsible

for

the

conduct

of

their

5. No coach/parent shall interfere with the officials. Any concerns regarding the officials
must be brought to the attention of CCPARD.
6. No fighting is allowed. Each offense will be ruled upon accordingly, and is subject to
removal from all programs for the period of one (1) year.
7. An official has the authority to remove a player, coach, or spectator from a game and/or
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forfeit the game due to unsportsmanlike conduct. Unsportsmanlike conduct shall
include, but not limited to profanity, threats of any kind toward the referees or
scorekeeper, fighting (before, during, or after the game), or any flagrant foul as
determined by the referees.
8. In the event of a coach or a fan ejection, the individual ejected will be subject to further
disciplinary action (i.e., dismissal as coach or removal of player from the league) from
the Parks and Recreation Department.
9.
10. No coach/parent should be present at any CCPARD Youth sporting event under the
influence of any alcohol or illegal drugs. Patrons in violation of this rule will be asked
to leave the facility.

Draft Rules
1. All players that are playing in CCPRD soccer league (10u-15u) will take part in the
PAA scheduled. Any player that is not present at the PAA will be classified as a (UUnrated). The (U) rated players will not be selected in the draft by coaches, but
assigned to teams by CCPRD athletic staff. We will declare the (U) players before we
start draft and talk openly about each player and communicate a grade for him/her as
applicable so they can be added to draft board.
2. Any player(s) whom has been graded through CCPRD PAA in the past, that is
unable to attend the 2015 PAA, will be given the grade above his/her previous grade
if the player is staying in same division as last year, but if the player is moving up a
division his/her PAA score from last season will stay the same. If a player is identified
as a double (U), he/she will stand as a (U).
a. ex. (2015- Nolan Ryan PAA grade was (3), but Nolan cannot make the 2016
PAA so Nolan will be given a PAA grade of (4), because Nolan stayed in the
same division as last year. 10U 2015/ U10 2016
b. Ex. (2015- Nolan Ryan PAA grade was (3). Again Nolan cannot make the
PAA, and this time Nolan is moving up to the next division. Nolan will have his
PAA stay the same (3). 10U 2015/ 12U 2016
1. Guarantees for the draft: Each team will be allowed guaranteed/protected players.
The Head Coach & Assistant Coach kid(s) will count towards the total guaranteed
players if applicable. The order that each team drafts will be established by selection
of cards. In the event that teams are trying to guarantee the same non-biological
player, the CCPRD athletic staff will contact parents whom have the final say as to
what team the player go’s to. The selection of cards is also the order in which
coaches declare their protected players.
 8U- 4 protected players
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10U/12U- 4 protected players

4. After we get all of the guaranteed players on the board and average the
number we will start the draft. Based on your average # the athletic department
may have you draft a lower seed than a 5, 4, 3….
5. The draft/protected player selection order will be determined by a deck of cards.
Once cards are picked, they are done! We will draft all 5’s /4’s / 3’s / 2’s / 1’s until
complete in the snake format.
6. PAA grades: (5=best value), (4=good value), (3=average value), (2=needs
improvement), (1=lowest value).
7. Teams drafted this year will be returned entirely if they elect to stay within the same
division and the team would only draft holes in their roster.
Understand that these rules/regulations have been put into place predominantly from what the
parents/coaches wanted to see from the athletic surveys. CCPRD is striving to make our “parks and
recreation” leagues as impartial as possible by controlling a few of the variables, while adding
validity to our PAA/Draft. CCPRD truly aims at making our youth sports programs as fair and true as
possible, while maintaining and growing in our competitiveness throughout the district/state. We look
forward to the PAA, followed by the draft and hope that the above answers all of your
questions/concerns.
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